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The standard rules of probability can be interpreted as uniquely valid principles in logic. In this book, E. T. Jaynes dispels the imaginary distinction
between 'probability theory' and 'statistical inference', leaving a logical unity and simplicity, which provides greater technical power and flexibility
in applications. This book goes beyond the conventional mathematics of probability theory, viewing the subject in a wider context. New results are
discussed, along with applications of probability theory to a wide variety of problems in physics, mathematics, economics, chemistry and biology. It
contains many exercises and problems, and is suitable for use as a textbook on graduate level courses involving data analysis. The material is aimed at
readers who are already familiar with applied mathematics at an advanced undergraduate level or higher. The book will be of interest to scientists
working in any area where inference from incomplete information is necessary.
This is the first book to deal with automatic diatom identification. It provides the necessary background information concerning diatom research, useful
for both diatomists and non-diatomists. It deals with the development of electronic databases, image preprocessing, automatic contour extraction, the
application of existing contour and ornamentation features and the development of new ones, as well as the application of different classifiers (neural
networks, decision trees, etc.). These are tested using two image sets: (i) a very difficult set of Sellaphora pupula with 6 demes and 120 images; (ii)
a mixed genera set with 37 taxa and approximately 800 images. The results are excellent, and recognition rates well above 90% have been achieved on both
sets. The results are compared with identification rates obtained by human experts. One chapter of the book deals with automatic image capture, i.e.
microscope slide scanning at different resolutions using a motorized microscope stage, autofocusing, multifocus fusion, and particle screening to select
only diatoms and to reject debris. This book is the final scientific report of the European ADIAC project (Automatic Diatom Identification and
Classification), and it lists the web-sites with the created public databases and an identification demo.
A former New York Times food industry staff reporter traces her investigative journey into national research labs, food science departments and
factories to reveal disturbing facts about today's processed foods and their health implications, in a report that also shares cautionary realities
about health foods.
The search for a set of skills which can be identified and taught as 'good clinical communication' has been of considerable value in persuading decision
makers at medical schools and other bodies that communication matters. These days, very large numbers of medical schools use what are essentially skillsbased models, such as the extraordinarily thorough Calgary-Cambridge approach. However, I believe that the emphasis on communication' as simply a set of
skills, such as eye contact, open questions and so on, has badly skewed the development of the discipline. The teaching of "communication skills" in
fact strikes me as a very small part of what I do, not a very difficult part for the majority of students, and - whisper it - one which is often pretty
dull...In "Language and Clinical Communication", John Skelton critically considers the theory behind this complex field. His wide-ranging approach
reflects on the recent developments within the medical humanities and reflects on his controversial stance; questioning the relevance of skill-based
teaching in the clinical arena in an accessible, easy to read manner. You will find Skelton's light-hearted and open-minded attitude to the topic
unquestionably illuminating.
Information, Physics, and Computation
Artificial Intelligence for Marketing Operations
Path of the Necromancer - Origins
Topics in Heart Failure Management
Fundamentals and Applications
Tetraspanins
Cerebral Cortex

This book provides a comprehensive overview of the incredible advances achieved in the study of in vitro neuronal networks for use in
basic and applied research. These cultures of dissociated neurons offer a perfect trade-off between complex experimental models and
theoretical modeling approaches giving new opportunities for experimental design but also providing new challenges in data
management and interpretation. Topics include culturing methodologies, neuroengineering techniques, stem cell derived neuronal
networks, techniques for measuring network activity, and recent improvements in large-scale data analysis. The book ends with a series
of case studies examining potential applications of these technologies.
This open access book gives an overview of the sessions, panel discussions, and outcomes of the Advancing the Science of Cancer in
Latinos conference, held in February 2018 in San Antonio, Texas, USA, and hosted by the Mays Cancer Center and the Institute for Health
Promotion Research at UT Health San Antonio. Latinos – the largest, youngest, and fastest-growing minority group in the United States –
are expected to face a 142% rise in cancer cases in coming years. Although there has been substantial advancement in cancer prevention,
screening, diagnosis, and treatment over the past few decades, addressing Latino cancer health disparities has not nearly kept pace with
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progress. The diverse and dynamic group of speakers and panelists brought together at the Advancing the Science of Cancer in Latinos
conference provided in-depth insights as well as progress and actionable goals for Latino-focused basic science research, clinical best
practices, community interventions, and what can be done by way of prevention, screening, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer in
Latinos. These insights have been translated into the chapters included in this compendium; the chapters summarize the presentations
and include current knowledge in the specific topic areas, identified gaps, and top priority areas for future cancer research in Latinos.
Topics included among the chapters: Colorectal cancer disparities in Latinos: Genes vs. EnvironmentBreast cancer risk and mortality in
women of Latin American originDifferential cancer risk in Latinos: The role of dietOvercoming barriers for Latinos on cancer clinical
trialsEs tiempo: Engaging Latinas in cervical cancer researchEmerging policies in U.S. health care Advancing the Science of Cancer in
Latinos proves to be an indispensable resource offering key insights into actionable targets for basic science research, suggestions for
clinical best practices and community interventions, and novel strategies and advocacy opportunities to reduce health disparities in
Latino communities. It will find an engaged audience among researchers, academics, physicians and other healthcare professionals,
patient advocates, students, and others with an interest in the broad field of Latino cancer.
The entertainment industry has long been dominated by legendary screenwriter William Goldman’s “Nobody-Knows-Anything” mantra,
which argues that success is the result of managerial intuition and instinct. This book builds the case that combining such intuition with
data analytics and rigorous scholarly knowledge provides a source of sustainable competitive advantage – the same recipe for success
that is behind the rise of firms such as Netflix and Spotify, but has also fueled Disney’s recent success. Unlocking a large repertoire of
scientific studies by business scholars and entertainment economists, the authors identify essential factors, mechanisms, and methods
that help a new entertainment product succeed. The book thus offers a timely alternative to “Nobody-Knows” decision-making in the
digital era: while coupling a good idea with smart data analytics and entertainment theory cannot guarantee a hit, it systematically and
substantially increases the probability of success in the entertainment industry. Entertainment Science is poised to inspire fresh new
thinking among managers, students of entertainment, and scholars alike. Thorsten Hennig-Thurau and Mark B. Houston – two of our
finest scholars in the area of entertainment marketing – have produced a definitive research-based compendium that cuts across various
branches of the arts to explain the phenomena that provide consumption experiences to capture the hearts and minds of audiences.
Morris B. Holbrook, W. T. Dillard Professor Emeritus of Marketing, Columbia University Entertainment Science is a must-read for everyone
working in the entertainment industry today, where the impact of digital and the use of big data can’t be ignored anymore. HennigThurau and Houston are the scientific frontrunners of knowledge that the industry urgently needs. Michael Kölmel, media entrepreneur
and Honorary Professor of Media Economics at University of Leipzig Entertainment Science’s winning combination of creativity, theory,
and data analytics offers managers in the creative industries and beyond a novel, compelling, and comprehensive approach to support
their decision-making. This ground-breaking book marks the dawn of a new Golden Age of fruitful conversation between entertainment
scholars, managers, and artists. Allègre Hadida, Associate Professor in Strategy, University of Cambridge
The aim of this new book series (Diatoms: Biology and Applications) is to provide a comprehensive and reliable source of information on
diatom biology and applications. The first book of the series, Diatoms Fundamentals & Applications, is wide ranging, starting with the
contributions of amateurs and the beauty of diatoms, to details of how their shells are made, how they bend light to their advantage and
ours, and major aspects of their biochemistry (photosynthesis and iron metabolism). The book then delves into the ecology of diatoms
living in a wide range of habitats, and look at those few that can kill or harm us. The book concludes with a wide range of applications of
diatoms, in forensics, manufacturing, medicine, biofuel and agriculture. The contributors are leading international experts on diatoms.
This book is for a wide audience researchers, academics, students, and teachers of biology and related disciplines, written to both act as
an introduction to diatoms and to present some of the most advanced research on them.
Critical Analyses of Consumption, Lifestyle and Risk
Sustainable Development and Renovation in Architecture, Urbanism and Engineering
Coherent Quantum Physics
Wingless Flight
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Advancing the Science of Cancer in Latinos
Traditions, Adventures and Innovations
A very active field of research is emerging at the frontier of statistical physics, theoretical computer science/discrete mathematics, and coding/information theory. This book
sets up a common language and pool of concepts, accessible to students and researchers from each of these fields.
Exosomes: A Clinical Compendium is a comprehensive and authoritative account of exosomes in the context of biomarkers, diagnostics, and therapeutics across a wide
spectrum of medical disciplines, as well as their role in cell-cell communication. It is intended to serve as a reference source for clinicians, physicians, and research scientists
who wish to gain insight into the most recent advances in this rapidly growing field. The exosome revolution may well be the greatest advance in physiology and medicine
since antibiotics. The discovery of their epigenetic role in intercellular signaling in virtually all tissues is a major breakthrough in our understanding of how cells function.
Provides readers with a broad and timely overview of exosomes in health and disease, closing with a thought-provoking chapter on transgenerational inheritance, Darwin
and Lamarck. Summarizes the most recent laboratory and clinical findings on exosomes across numerous medical disciplines, thereby offering readers a broad-ranging and
solid foundation for prospective investigative efforts Twenty-one chapters authored by a global team of peer-acknowledged experts, each representing a key medical
disciplineProvides readers with a broad and timely overview of exosomes in health and disease, closing
HIV/AIDS is an increasingly serious problem in China. This book explores HIV/AIDS, its portrayal in China’s media, and the implications for public health policy. It discusses
how many Chinese wrongly believe themselves to be immune, with infection only a possibility for other ethnic groups with perceived lower moral standards.
Promotion of health has become a central feature of health policy at local, national and international levels, forming part of global health initiatives such as those endorsed
by the World Health Organisation. The issues examined in The Sociology of Health Promotion include sociology of risk, the body, consumption, processes of surveillance and
normalisation and considerations relating to race and gender in the implementation of health programmes. It will be invaluable reading for students, health promoters,
public health doctors and academics.
Mimicry and Meaning: Structure and Semiotics of Biological Mimicry
Hypertension and Cardiovascular Disease
Playing the Waves
Billboard
Trauma-Informed Healthcare Approaches
Beautiful Trouble
A Clinical Compendium
In this fifth edition of A Cognitive Psychology of Mass Communication, author Richard Jackson Harris continues his examination of how our experiences with media affect the way we acquire
knowledge about the world, and how this knowledge influences our attitudes and behavior. Presenting theories from psychology and communication along with reviews of the corresponding
research, this text covers a wide variety of media and media issues, ranging from the commonly discussed topics – sex, violence, advertising – to lesser-studied topics, such as values, sports,
and entertainment education. The fifth and fully updated edition offers: highly accessible and engaging writing contemporary references to all types of media familiar to students substantial
discussion of theories and research, including interpretations of original research studies a balanced approach to covering the breadth and depth of the subject discussion of work from both
psychology and media disciplines. The text is appropriate for Media Effects, Media & Society, and Psychology of Mass Media coursework, as it examines the effects of mass media on human
cognitions, attitudes, and behaviors through empirical social science research; teaches students how to examine and evaluate mediated messages; and includes mass communication
research, theory and analysis.
Tetraspanin proteins have recently emerged as a new class of modulators of various processes involving cell surface receptors, including cell migration and invasion, host immune responses,
cell-cell fusion, and viral infection. The book summarises recent advances in the fields of biology in which the role of tetraspanins have been established and also covers the molecular
evolution of the tetraspanin superfamily and structural aspects of the organisation of tetraspanin microdomains.
Banksy, the Yes Men, Gandhi, Starhawk: the accumulated wisdom of decades of creative protest is now in the hands of the next generation of change-makers, thanks to Beautiful Trouble.
Sophisticated enough for veteran activists, accessible enough for newbies, this compact pocket edition of the bestselling Beautiful Trouble is a book that’s both handy and inexpensive.
Showcasing the synergies between artistic imagination and shrewd political strategy, this generously illustrated volume can easily be slipped into your pocket as you head out to the streets.
This is for everyone who longs for a more beautiful, more just, more livable world – and wants to know how to get there. Includes a new introduction by the editors. Contributors include: Celia
Alario • Andy Bichlbaum • Nadine Bloch • L. M. Bogad • Mike Bonnano • Andrew Boyd • Kevin Buckland • Doyle Canning • Samantha Corbin • Stephen Duncombe • Simon Enoch • Janice
Fine • Lisa Fithian • Arun Gupta • Sarah Jaffe • John Jordan • Stephen Lerner • Zack Malitz • Nancy L. Mancias • Dave Oswald Mitchell • Tracey Mitchell • Mark Read • Patrick
Reinsborough • Joshua Kahn Russell • Nathan Schneider • John Sellers • Matthew Skomarovsky • Jonathan Matthew Smucker • Starhawk • Eric Stoner • Harsha Walia
This comprehensive handbook provides a unique overview of the theory, methodologies and best practices in climate change communication from around the world. It fosters the exchange of
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information, ideas and experience gained in the execution of successful projects and initiatives, and discusses novel methodological approaches aimed at promoting a better understanding of
climate change adaptation. Addressing a gap in the literature on climate change communication and pursuing an integrated approach, the handbook documents and disseminates the wealth
of experience currently available in this field. Volume 1 of the handbook provides a unique description of the theoretical basis and of some of the key facts and phenomena which help in
achieving a better understanding of the basis of climate change communication, providing an essential basis for successful initiatives in this complex field.
Pandora's Lunchbox
The British National Bibliography
Technology at the Cutting Edge
Multivariate Statistical Machine Learning Methods for Genomic Prediction
Lars Von Trier's Game Cinema
Intelligent Textiles and Clothing for Ballistic and NBC Protection
Brain Disorders in Critical Illness
Pandora's LunchboxHow Processed Food Took Over the American MealSimon and Schuster
This volume describes the latest developments in protective clothing against nearly any kind of threat for both military and civilians. It
deals with protection through the use of nanotechnology, interactive clothing and biotechnological processes. Factors such as comfort and
ballistics are also considered in the book, and several practical examples are discussed. All papers are written by leading experts in their
respective fields. Professionals and students alike will benefit from the knowledge and expertise imparted in these outstanding
contributions.
"A book remarkable in its ambition, and even more remarkable in its content. A truly landmark achievement by a neuroscientist who has brought
together his lifetime of research knowledge and experience into this outstanding volume. Edmund Rolls is to be congratulated on this
impressive synthesis of decades of neuroscience data." David Nutt, Professor of Neuropsychopharmacology at Imperial College London and
President of the European Brain Council The aim of this book is to provide insight into the principles of operation of the cerebral cortex.
These principles are key to understanding how we, as humans, function. There have been few previous attempts to set out some of the important
principles of operation of the cortex, and this book is pioneering. The book goes beyond separate connectional neuroanatomical,
neurophysiological, neuroimaging, neuropsychiatric, and computational neuroscience approaches, by combining evidence from all these areas to
formulate hypotheses about how and what the cerebral cortex computes. As clear hypotheses are needed in this most important area of 21st
century science, how our brains work, the author has formulated a set of hypotheses about the principles of cortical operation to guide
thinking and future research. The book focusses on the principles of operation of the cerebral cortex, because at this time it is possible to
propose and describe many principles, and many are likely to stand the test of time, and provide a foundation for further developments, even
if some need to be changed. In this context, I have not attempted to produce an overall theory of operation of the cerebral cortex, because
at this stage of our understanding, such a theory would be incorrect or incomplete. However, many of the principles described will provide
the foundations for more complete theories of the operation of the cerebral cortex. This book is intended to provide a foundation for future
understanding, and it is hoped that future work will develop and add to these principles of operation of the cerebral cortex. The book
includes Appendices on the operation of many of the neuronal networks described in the book, together with simulation software written in
Matlab. This book will be valuable to all those interested in understanding our cerebral cortex and how it operates to account for many
aspects of brain function and cognitive function in health and disease. The book is relevant to those in the areas of neuroscience,
neurology, psychology, psychiatry, computational neuroscience, biology, and philosophy. Professor Edmund T. Rolls performs full-time research
at the Oxford Centre for Computational Neuroscience, and is professor of Computational Neuroscience at the University of Warwick, and has
acted as Professor of Experimental Psychology at the University of Oxford, and as Fellow and Tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. His
research links neurophysiological and computational neuroscience approaches to human functional neuroimaging and neuropsychological studies
in order to provide a fundamental basis for understanding human brain function and its disorders.
This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license This open access book brings together the latest genome base prediction models currently
being used by statisticians, breeders and data scientists. It provides an accessible way to understand the theory behind each statistical
learning tool, the required pre-processing, the basics of model building, how to train statistical learning methods, the basic R scripts
needed to implement each statistical learning tool, and the output of each tool. To do so, for each tool the book provides background theory,
some elements of the R statistical software for its implementation, the conceptual underpinnings, and at least two illustrative examples with
data from real-world genomic selection experiments. Lastly, worked-out examples help readers check their own comprehension.The book will
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greatly appeal to readers in plant (and animal) breeding, geneticists and statisticians, as it provides in a very accessible way the
necessary theory, the appropriate R code, and illustrative examples for a complete understanding of each statistical learning tool. In
addition, it weighs the advantages and disadvantages of each tool.
How Processed Food Took Over the American Meal
A Cognitive Psychology of Mass Communication
Theory of Climate Change Communication
From Culturing Methods to Neuro-Technological Applications
Deep Learning
Diatoms
A Guide for Primary Care

Journalist Anatol Lieven here explores the complex ethnic and political relationship of Ukraine and Russia. Based on extensive interviews, Lieven provides a
fascinating portrait of the diversity that is contemporary Ukraine and of its efforts to forge a national identity after three centuries of Russian rule. Lieven's
journeys take him into ethnic Russian enclaves in Crimea and eastern Ukraine and to the western bastions of Ukrainian nationalism. But they also reveal an
intermingling (and intermarriage) of both ethnic groups throughout much of the country. With trenchant observations and an eye for the telling detail,
Lieven examines the policy implications of Eastern Europe's new political geography. Will ethnic coexistence endure in the face of economic hardship and
the divisive issues left over from the Soviet era? Is it wise for the West to force the issue of Ukraine's membership in Western institutions--NATO first and
foremost among them?
Mary Beard is one of the world's best-known classicists - a brilliant academic, with a rare gift for communicating with a wide audience both though her TV
presenting and her books. In a series of sparkling essays, she explores our rich classical heritage - from Greek drama to Roman jokes, introducing some
larger-than-life characters of classical history, such as Alexander the Great, Nero and Boudicca. She invites you into the places where Greeks and Romans
lived and died, from the palace at Knossos to Cleopatra's Alexandria - and reveals the often hidden world of slaves. She takes a fresh look at both scholarly
controversies and popular interpretations of the ancient world, from The Golden Bough to Asterix. The fruit of over thirty years in the world of classical
scholarship, Confronting the Classics captures the world of antiquity and its modern significance with wit, verve and scholarly expertise.
This book provides an overview of the environmental problems that arise from construction activity, focusing on refurbishment as an alternative to the
current crisis in the construction sector, as well as on measures designed to minimize the effects on the environment. Furthermore, it offers professionals
insights into alternative eco-efficient solutions using new materials to minimize environmental impacts and offers solutions that they can incorporate into
their own designs and buildings. It also demonstrates best practices in the cooperation between various universities in Andalusia in Spain and Latin
America and many public and private companies and organizations. This book serves as a valuable reference resource for professionals and researchers
and provides an overview on the status of investigations to find solutions to improve sustainable development in terms of materials, systems, facilities,
neighborhoods, buildings, and awareness of the society involved.
The present book analyses critically the tripartite mimicry model (consisting of the mimic, model and receiver species) and develops semiotic tools for
comparative analysis. It is proposed that mimicry has a double structure where sign relations in communication are in constant interplay with ecological
relations between species. Multi-constructivism and toolbox-like conceptual methods are advocated for, as these allow taking into account both the
participants’ Umwelten as well as cultural meanings related to specific mimicry cases. From biosemiotic viewpoint, mimicry is a sign relation, where
deceptively similar messages are perceived, interpreted and acted upon. Focusing on living subjects and their communication opens up new ways to
understand mimicry. Such view helps to explain the diversity of mimicry as well as mimicry studies and treat these in a single framework. On a meta-level,
a semiotic view allows critical reflection on the use of mimicry concept in modern biology. The author further discusses interpretations of mimicry in
contemporary semiotics, analyses mimicry as communicative interaction, relates mimicry to iconic signs and focuses on abstract resemblances in mimicry.
Theoretical discussions are illustrated with detailed excursions into practical mimicry cases in nature (brood parasitism, eyespots, myrmecomorphy, etc.).
The book concludes with a conviction that mimicry should be treated in a broader semiotic-ecological context as it presumes the existence of ecological
codes and other sign conventions in the ecosystem.
Exosomes
South African National Bibliography
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Probability Theory
Data Analytics and Practical Theory for Movies, Games, Books, and Music
A Toolbox For Revolution (Pocket Edition)
Language and Clinical Communication
Principles of Operation
Dogma 95, the avant-garde filmmaking movement founded by the Danish director Lars von Trier and three of his fellow directors, was launched in 1995 at an elite
cinema conference in Paris—when von Trier was called upon to speak about the future of film but instead showered the audience with pamphlets announcing the
new movement and its manifesto. A refreshingly original critical commentary on the director and his practice, Playing the Waves is a paramount addition to one
of new media’s most provocative genres: games and gaming. Playing the Waves cleverly puns on the title of one of von Trier’s most famous features and argues
that Dogma 95, like much of the director’s low-budget realist productions, is a game that takes cinema beyond the traditional confines of film aesthetics and
dramatic rules. Simons articulates the ways in which von Trier redefines the practice of filmmaking as a rule-bound activity, and stipulates the forms and
structures of games von Trier brings to bear on his films, as well as the sobering lessons he draws from economic and evolutionary game theory. Much like the
director’s films, this fascinating volume takes the traditional point of view of film theory and film aesthetics to the next level and demonstrates we have much to
learn from the perspective of game studies and game theory.
Most lifting bodies, or "flying bathtubs" as they were called, were so ugly only an engineer could love them, and yet, what an elegant way to keep wings from
burning off in supersonic flight between earth and orbit. Working in their spare time (because they couldn't initially get official permission), Dale Reed and his
team of engineers demonstrated the potential of the design that led to the Space Shuttle. Wingless Flight takes us behind the scenes with just the right blend of
technical information and fascinating detail (the crash of M2-F2 found new life as the opening credit for TV's "The Six Million Dollar Man"). The flying bathtub,
itself, is finding new life as the proposed escape-pod for the Space Station.
A comprehensive guide to advanced marketing automation for marketing strategists, data scientists, product managers, and software engineers. The book covers
the main areas of marketing that require programmatic micro-decisioning - targeted promotions and advertisements, eCommerce search, recommendations,
pricing, and assortment optimization.
Includes publications received in terms of Copyright Act no. 9 of 1916.
This Bright Babylon
Automatic Diatom Identification
Introduction to Algorithmic Marketing
Books in Print
A Fraternal Rivalry
Books in Print Supplement
Handbook of Climate Change Communication: Vol. 1
Brain dysfunction is a major clinical problem in intensive care, with potentially debilitating long-term consequences for post-ICU patients of any age. The resulting extended length of stay in the ICU and postdischarge cognitive dysfunction are now recognized as major healthcare burdens. This comprehensive clinical text provides intensivists and neurologists with a practical review of the pathophysiology of brain
dysfunction and a thorough account of the diagnostic and therapeutic options available. Initial sections review the epidemiology, outcomes, relevant behavioral neurology and biological mechanisms of brain
dysfunction. Subsequent sections evaluate the available diagnostic options and preventative and therapeutic interventions, with a final section on clinical encephalopathy syndromes encountered in the ICU.
Each chapter is rich in illustrations, with an executive summary and a helpful glossary of terms. Brain Disorders in Critical Illness is a seminal reference for all physicians and neuroscientists interested in the
care and outcome of severely ill patients.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
This book introduces mathematicians, physicists, and philosophers to a new, coherent approach to theory and interpretation of quantum physics, in which classical and quantum thinking live peacefully side by
side and jointly fertilize the intuition. The formal, mathematical core of quantum physics is cleanly separated from the interpretation issues. The book demonstrates that the universe can be rationally and
objectively understood from the smallest to the largest levels of modeling. The thermal interpretation featured in this book succeeds without any change in the theory. It involves one radical step, the
reinterpretation of an assumption that was virtually never questioned before - the traditional eigenvalue link between theory and observation is replaced by a q-expectation link: Objective properties are given by
q-expectations of products of quantum fields and what is computable from these. Averaging over macroscopic spacetime regions produces macroscopic quantities with negligible uncertainty, and leads to
classical physics. - Reflects the actual practice of quantum physics. - Models the quantum-classical interface through coherent spaces. - Interprets both quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. Eliminates probability and measurement from the foundations. - Proposes a novel solution of the measurement problem.
An introduction to a broad range of topics in deep learning, covering mathematical and conceptual background, deep learning techniques used in industry, and research perspectives. “Written by three experts
in the field, Deep Learning is the only comprehensive book on the subject.” —Elon Musk, cochair of OpenAI; cofounder and CEO of Tesla and SpaceX Deep learning is a form of machine learning that enables
computers to learn from experience and understand the world in terms of a hierarchy of concepts. Because the computer gathers knowledge from experience, there is no need for a human computer operator to
formally specify all the knowledge that the computer needs. The hierarchy of concepts allows the computer to learn complicated concepts by building them out of simpler ones; a graph of these hierarchies
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would be many layers deep. This book introduces a broad range of topics in deep learning. The text offers mathematical and conceptual background, covering relevant concepts in linear algebra, probability
theory and information theory, numerical computation, and machine learning. It describes deep learning techniques used by practitioners in industry, including deep feedforward networks, regularization,
optimization algorithms, convolutional networks, sequence modeling, and practical methodology; and it surveys such applications as natural language processing, speech recognition, computer vision, online
recommendation systems, bioinformatics, and videogames. Finally, the book offers research perspectives, covering such theoretical topics as linear factor models, autoencoders, representation learning,
structured probabilistic models, Monte Carlo methods, the partition function, approximate inference, and deep generative models. Deep Learning can be used by undergraduate or graduate students planning
careers in either industry or research, and by software engineers who want to begin using deep learning in their products or platforms. A website offers supplementary material for both readers and instructors.
Gender Analysis and Policy
The Logic of Science
The Sociology of Health Promotion
Ukraine & Russia
Mechanisms, Diagnosis, and Treatment
A Reinterpretation of the Tradition
Twenty Lectures on Algorithmic Game Theory
Interpersonal trauma is ubiquitous and its impact on health has long been understood. Recently, however, the critical importance of this issue has been magnified in the public eye. A burgeoning literature has demonstrated the
impact of traumatic experiences on mental and physical health, and many potential interventions have been proposed. This volume serves as a detailed, practical guide to trauma-informed care. Chapters provide guidance to
both healthcare providers and organizations on strategies for adopting, implementing and sustaining principles of trauma-informed care. The first section maps out the scope of the problem and defines specific types of
interpersonal trauma. The authors then turn to discussion of adaptations to care for special populations, including sexual and gender minority persons, immigrants, male survivors and Veterans as these groups often require
more nuanced approaches. Caring for trauma-exposed patients can place a strain on clinicians, and approaches for fostering resilience and promoting wellness among staff are presented next. Finally, the book covers concrete
trauma-informed clinical strategies in adult and pediatric primary care, and women’s health/maternity care settings. Using a case-based approach, the expert authors provide real-world front line examples of the impact traumainformed clinical approaches have on patients’ quality of life, sense of comfort, and trust. Case examples are discussed along with evidence based approaches that demonstrate improved health outcomes. Written by experts in
the field, Trauma-Informed Healthcare Approaches is the definitive resource for improving quality care for patients who have experienced trauma.
This textbook represents a short update on original aspects of heart failure. It covers topics of heart failure management such as prevention, drug monitoring after heart transplant, and the critical care approach. There are also
chapters on less common facets of this syndrome such as prevalence and features in a specific African region and the complexity of telemedicine in heart failure. In summary, it will be a valid adjunct to more exhaustive textbooks
already available.
In the wake of the 4th World Conference on Women this volume brings together leading gender and development scholars who interrogate the last twenty years of work in this area. Feminist Visions of Development throws fresh
light on key issues including: * gender and the environment * education * population * reproductive rights * industrialisation * macroeconomic policy * poverty. Inspired by recent feminist theoretical work, it re-examines
previous structural analysis and opens the way for further research in the field.
So, what do you do when you discover you can see spirits, interact with the restless dead and raise zombies..., that you're a Necromancer. What do you do when you learn the world's united against you? That they see nothing
wrong with removing you as a threat to the order that keeps them oppressed.
HIV / AIDS, Health and the Media in China
Confronting the Classics
In Vitro Neuronal Networks
Feminist Visions of Development
The Lifting Body Story
Entertainment Science

Includes authors, titles, subjects.
Computer science and economics have engaged in a lively interaction over the past fifteen years, resulting in the new field of algorithmic game theory. Many problems that are central
to modern computer science, ranging from resource allocation in large networks to online advertising, involve interactions between multiple self-interested parties. Economics and
game theory offer a host of useful models and definitions to reason about such problems. The flow of ideas also travels in the other direction, and concepts from computer science are
increasingly important in economics. This book grew out of the author's Stanford University course on algorithmic game theory, and aims to give students and other newcomers a
quick and accessible introduction to many of the most important concepts in the field. The book also includes case studies on online advertising, wireless spectrum auctions, kidney
exchange, and network management.
This book provides comprehensive analysis into individualized patient care, and applying evidence‐based medicine while integrating basic medical knowledge with applied medicine.
The Editor and the contributors not only discuss important issues on hypertension management and its deleterious consequences if it is not well‐controlled, but also highlight the
important signaling pathways involved in the pathogenesis of hypertensive heart disease and cardiac hypertrophy.
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